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A lightweight data structure

Quasi-dictionary
Efficient dispatching of information
related to k-mers in memory +
fingerprint associated

SRCL: compute similarity between reads from sets A and B
(1)

(2) query k-mers of reads from B in quasidictionary

Marine ecology using short reads
A scaling approach to study Holobionts
Marine holobiont:
Radiolaria + dinoflagellate
(host)

(symbiont)

Can we de novo assemble clean, unambiguous sequences
for the host and for the symbionts ?

Sequencing:
35M PE meta transcriptomics short reads
No reference
Mix of reads from host and symbiont

Presence/absence check for a
k-mer + access to information
(2)

SRCL helps segregating reads from the holobiont into 2
distincts sets (a host and a symbion) which are then de novo
assembled in parallel

★Up to billion
elements
indexed
★Fast construction and query

Facing long reads (PB/ONT) challenges
A long reads proof of concept tool
Errors rates 8-15%
Mostly indels
1 read = 1 full length transcript

●
●
●

Can SRCL be adapted to retrieve similarity between long
reads representing complex transcripts?
→ Use small k value (15) and low percent of
shared k-mers
Comparison to state of the art tools with 10k
mouse ONT (1D only) transcriptome reads:
Minimap

Global pipeline:

Contribution:

★Probabilistic

=

(3) if a read of B shares enough k-mers
with a read of A
→ similar reads

→

→

(1) index k-mers of A in quasi-dictionary:
kmer → origin (read)

GraphMap

SRCL

Recall

55%

45.7%

60.2%

Precision

99.7%

99.9%

97.7%

Time(m:s)

00:09

00:05

2:51

Mem (G)

2.288

6.039

3.628

Future works: post-processing for better
precision, work on time consumption
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Tool

https://github.com/GATB/short_read_connector

Tackle assembly difficulties:

-High volumes indexed and processed
-Novel transcripts assembly
-Validation to come
→ Easy and highly scalable index
and query for large metaomics
data sets
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